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DRAINAGE FOR HEALTHCARE
Hospitals are the most complex of building types comprising of a
wide range of services and functional units all of which interrelate.
The diversity of function from diagnostic and treatment functions
through to hospitality services requires specialised knowledge
and expertise to ensure the best outcomes are achieved for both
patients and staff. Within this complex environment waste fluid
drainage systems play an important role in ensuring the removal of
fluid whilst maintaining the hygienic requirements of the facility.
Our drainage and grease separation systems are designed around
the three most important issues for the healthcare industry: the
facilitation of cleanliness and cleaning, the need to encourage
desired behaviour and a requirement for easy cleaning. Our
products drain waste liquids hygienically and economically, and
meet the requirements of the NHS Health Technical Memoranda
(Policies and Principles of Healthcare Engineering).

APPLICATIONS

PRODUCT RANGES

Our products are used in a wide variety of healthcare environments
including:

-

4 community treatment rooms
4 hospital kitchens
4 pharmacies
4 shower rooms
4 intensive care units
4 dialysis and transplant units

Kitchen / Tray channels
Modular 125 channel
Deckline channel
Stainless Steel Gullies
Shower channel
Total Flow Gullies
Roof Outlets
ACO Pipe
GMX Pipe
Grease Management Systems
Access Covers

4 operating suites
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DESIGN SERVICES

WHAT ELSE DO WE DO?

ACO Building Drainage has its own in-house design
team to provide support at every stage of your
project. Staffed by highly experienced engineers
who live and breathe drainage systems, the team
can undertake design work ranging from channel
layouts through to hydraulic calculations and part
scheduling.

In addition to providing hygienically designed,
high performance products, we also offer a
comprehensive range of services to support you
throughout the life of your project and, via our
in-house technical design team, can develop
engineered solutions which are tailored to meet
specific requirements.

Whether you’re involved in designing or building a
new project or upgrading an existing building, our
team can help you plan every aspect of the drainage
system to ensure it meets your requirements simply,
quickly and within budget. Services are free of
charge and without obligation.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Email us to request a copy of our product overview.
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